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ABSTRACT: Hybrid two-dimensional (2D) halide perovskites have emerged as an
important class of high-performance semiconductors because of their excellent physical
properties and structural diversity. Here, we report a new family of hybrid 2D Ge-
based perovskites that have the Dion−Jacobson structure type, with the general
formula A(MA)n−1GenX3n+1, where A = 2-(aminomethyl)pyridinium (2AMPY), 3-
(aminomethyl)pyridinium (3AMPY), 4-(aminomethyl)pyridinium (4AMPY), or 4-
(aminomethyl)piperidinium (4AMP), X = Br or I, and n = 1 or 2. Single-crystal X-ray
diffraction shows that most of the bromide structures are centrosymmetric, whereas
the iodide analogues are all non-centrosymmetric. The optical band gaps are effectively
regulated by the level of octahedral distortion of the corresponding [GeX6], where a
larger distortion corresponds to a larger band gap. These compounds exhibit relatively
weak photoluminescence, which can be observed at low temperatures. All of the Ge-
based iodide perovskites exhibit good second-harmonic generation (SHG) responses,
with the highest reaching 0.53 × AgGaS2 for (4AMPY)GeI4, where their particle-dependent SHG has been investigated. First-
principles calculations of the SHG properties are in good agreement with the experimental results. Furthermore, layer transformation
can be achieved from the (100)- to (110)-oriented configuration by mixing the halides, which is a rare example. These results
showcase the versatility and diversity of employing an asymmetric dication and the Ge2+ metal to achieve SHG active non-
centrosymmetric materials, providing new strategies for the design of lead-free alternatives with interesting photophysical properties.

■ INTRODUCTION
Hybrid organic−inorganic halide perovskites are remarkable
semiconductors that have a wide range of optoelectronic
applications such as solar cells,1−4 light-emitting diodes
(LEDs),5−7 photodetectors,8−10 and lasers.11−13 The most
extensively studied three-dimensional (3D) perovskites are
defined by the general AMX3 formula, where A is a small
cation [Cs+, CH3NH3+ (MA), and HC(NH2)2+ (FA)], M is a
metal cation (Ge, Sn, or Pb), and X is a halide anion (Cl−, Br−,
or I−).14 The ideal cubic structure of corner-sharing octahedral
[MX6] units of 3D perovskite is limited to a range of
compositions, constrained by the Goldschmidt tolerance
factor.15 The possibility of dimensional reduction, for example,
when larger organic spacer cations are inserted, cleaves the 3D
structure into (100), (110), and (111) crystallographic
planes.16 The obtained two-dimensional (2D) perovskites, by
contrast, not only exhibit improved stability but also provide
more chemically diverse structures and tunable physical
properties, improving the photovoltaic efficiency17 and leading
to advancements in LEDs.18

So far, there are two main categories of (100)-oriented 2D
halide perovskites reported, namely, Ruddlesden−Popper
(RP) phases19−21 and Dion−Jacobson (DJ) phases.22−26 The
alternating cations in the interlayer space (ACI) types have

also been reported, but with fewer examples.27,28 The
differences between these types originate from the choice of
spacing organic/inorganic cations, with relatively different
stacking of the layers.19,22,28 The general formulas for the RP
and DJ phases are A′2An−1MnX3n+1 and A′An−1MnX3n+1,
respectively, where the larger spacing cation A′ is monovalent
(+1) for the RP phases and divalent (+2) for the DJ phases.
The RP phases contain monovalent cations interdigitated
between the adjacent inorganic layers, and the continuous
inorganic layers are shifted with respect to each other by a half-
unit cell.19,23 In the case of DJ phases, they consist of short
divalent spacer cations between the layers, and the inorganic
layers stack exactly on top of each other. Compared with the
RP phases, the DJ phases with a single layer of dications
feature a shorter interlayer distance that enhances the
electronic coupling and charge transport between the inorganic
layers.29,30
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However, the reports on 2D DJ hybrid perovskites have
mainly been focused on the Pb-based phases,22−26 which limit
the further structural exploration and understanding of the
physical properties. Within the same group of elements, Ge has
obvious advantages with a sterically active 4s2 lone pair and
strong off-centering resulting from the smaller ionic radius for
the halide system.31−33 This results in a much higher
probability of generating non-centrosymmetric structures and
large polarizations, as seen in the 3D parent phase (MA)GeX3
(Figure 1, top left).31,32 The first hybrid layered Ge-based
perovskite (C4H9NH3)GeI4 was reported by Mitzi in 1996,
who illuminated its crystal structure and optical properties.34

Currently, examples of 2D Ge-based perovskites are still rare,
mainly on RP phases,35,36 which have prompted us to
investigate 2D DJ perovskites with new photophysical
properties.35−38

Here, we report the synthesis, structural analysis, and optical
and nonlinear optical properties of 13 new 2D Ge perovskites
using an array of similar asymmetric organic dications. Among
these new phases, most of the bromide structures are
centrosymmetric, whereas the iodide analogues are all non-
centrosymmetric (Figure 1, bottom I). We have found that
even though the bromide and iodide phases are both regular
(100)-oriented DJ types, the mixing of Br and I results in
changes in the layer orientation, giving rise to three series of
(110)-oriented corrugated structures, regardless of the organic
cation (Figure 1, bottom II). Further structural tunability has
been demonstrated via the variation of layer thickness in this
family (Figure 1, bottom III). The optical band gaps of these
phases are highly tunable, and the photoluminescence (PL)
emission can be observed at low temperatures. These materials
exhibit good second-harmonic generation (SHG) responses,
and they can be correlated with individual structural features.
Density functional theory (DFT) reveals impressive SHG

characteristics of the Ge-based DJ iodide materials. Our work
provides new design strategies for the synthesis of and tailoring
of the properties of new 2D Ge-based halide materials, laying
the foundation for the advancement of next-generation
optoelectronics.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crystal Structure Analysis. The new DJ phases reported

here are synthesized via a solution method, where GeO2 and
cations [2-(aminomethyl)pyridinium (2AMPY), 3-
(aminomethyl)pyridinium (3AMPY), 4-(aminomethyl)-
pyridinium (4AMPY), 4-(aminomethyl)piperidinium
(4AMP), or MA] are dissolved in a concentrated aqueous
acid (HBr or HI) and H3PO2 (reducing agent) under stirring
and heated to a boil. The single crystals are obtained by slow
cooling at room temperature without perturbation. The optical
microscopic pictures of single crystals are shown in Figure 2.
The plate-like single crystals exhibit typical layered morphol-
ogies, except for (2AMPY)GeI4 crystals that are elongated
plates (Figure 2). Visualizations of the offsets of these
structures are shown in Figures S6 and S7. For (4AMP)GeBr4,
(2AMPY)GeI4, (4AMPY)GeI4, (3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7, and
(4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7, the layers can stack in a perfect (0, 0)
displacement arrangement. For the other perovskites, the
layered structures have slight offsets, and (2AMPY)GeBr4
shows the largest displacement. Detailed crystallographic data
and structural refinements for all compounds reported here are
listed in Tables S1−S17. For the Ge-based DJ bromide
perovskites, single-crystal X-ray diffraction shows that the
symmetry of the four crystal structure ranges from monoclinic
to orthorhombic, where (2AMPY)GeBr4 and (3AMPY)GeBr4
crystallize in space group P21/c, and (4AMPY)GeBr4 and
(4AMP)GeBr4 crystallize in space groups Pbca and Pmn21,
respectively. Interestingly, only (4AMP)GeBr4 crystallizes in a

Figure 1. Crystal structure of a 3D (MA)GeX3 (X = Br or I) structure with three short bonds and three long bonds (top left). Structures of cations
2AMPY, 3AMPY, 4AMPY, and 4AMP (top right). Schematic representation of the regulation of structural types in the 2D perovskite family
(bottom).
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non-centrosymmetric space group. These compounds belong
to the (100)-oriented 2D structural type, composed of corner-
sharing [GeBr6] octahedral layers with the nonsymmetrical
dications sandwiched between them (Figure 3a−d). In the 3D
parent structure (MA)GeBr3, the short and long bonds are
oriented in the same way, and each Br atom is coordinated
with both a short bond and a long bond (Figure 1, top left).
However, the Ge-based DJ bromide perovskites have different
arrangements, such as (2AMPY)GeBr4, in which each apical
atom is attached to the Ge by a long bond, and the long band
is in opposite directions for Ge1 and Ge2 (Figures S1 and S2).
In Figure S2, it is clear that the lone pairs are sitting in the
same positions for (2AMPY)GeBr4, (3AMPY)GeBr4, and
(4AMPY)GeBr4, where they are all centrosymmetric. For

(4AMP)GeBr4, the lone pairs are on a wave-like orientation,
possibly resulting in its non-centrosymmetric structure. We
also observe that the inorganic layers are obviously offset
especially for (2AMPY)GeBr4, which is possibly related to the
ortho-position of the NH+ group. Because the optical and
electronic properties are heavily influenced by the individual
distortion level of the [GeBr6] octahedron, the distortion levels
of the octahedra themselves can be quantified by defining the
distortion index (D) and their bond angle variance (σ2) based
on Ge−X bond lengths and Ge−X−Ge bond angles calculated
using VESTA.39,40 The average D of the entire collection and
average σ2 values of different [GeX6] octahedra are listed in
Table 1 (X = Br or I). From these data, we can see that the

Figure 2. Optical microscopic pictures of Ge-based DJ perovskite
single crystals. Crystal sizes range from 2 to 5 mm.

Figure 3. Crystal structure and inorganic layer of the corner-sharing [GeBr6] octahedron for (a and e) (2AMPY)GeBr4, (b and f) (3AMPY)GeBr4,
(c and g) (4AMPY)GeBr4, and (d and h) (4AMP)GeBr4. Color scheme for the atoms: navy (Ge), orange (Br), blue (N), gray (C) and light gray
(H).

Table 1. Summary of Average Ge−X−Ge Angles, Bond
Length Distortion Indices (Davg), Bond Angle Variance
(σ2

avg), and Optical Band Gaps for the Compounds
Reported Here in Comparison with the 3D Phases31,32,a

compound
average Ge−X−
Ge angle (deg) Davg σ2avg

band gap
(eV)

(2AMPY)GeBr4 160.36 0.16 84.88 3.14
(3AMPY)GeBr4 169.83 0.13 40.79 2.87
(4AMPY)GeBr4 172.88 0.13 50.52 2.93
(4AMP)GeBr4 166.59 0.14 85.06 3.27
(2AMPY)GeI4 168.67 0.08 37.53 2.28
(3AMPY)GeI4 167.88 0.08 36.63 2.25 (2.78)
(4AMPY)GeI4 158.76 0.05 31.19 2.28 (2.61)
(4AMP)GeI4 161.68 0.11 58.07 2.32
(3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7 168.58 0.10 37.32 2.14 (2.99)
(4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7 168.44 0.10 43.67 2.17 (2.92)
(MA)GeBr3 170.59 0.14 24.69 2.91
(MA)GeI3 167.66 0.11 44.88 1.96

aComputed band gaps of selected materials at the PBE0 level of
theory in parentheses.
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distortion of [GeBr6] octahedra is highly relevant to the choice
of cation (Figure 3e,f), where the average distortions of
(2AMPY)GeBr4 and (4AMP)GeBr4 are larger than those of
(3AMPY)GeBr4 and (4AMPY)GeBr4. The Ge−Br−Ge angles
also decrease with the degree of octahedral distortion. In
particular, (2AMPY)GeBr4 has a very pronounced octahedral
distortion, which may be caused by the greater octahedral
tilting effect of the asymmetric arrangement of the NH3+
groups in the aromatic diammonium ions compared to those
of (3AMPY)GeBr4 and (4AMPY)GeBr4.
All of the Ge-based DJ iodide perovskites crystallize in non-

centrosymmetric space groups. The variations of bond length
and angle are less dramatic compared with those of the
bromide analogues (see Figure 4). The negative charge on the

iodide atom is more delocalized due to its larger ionic radius,
which may weaken the relative strength of hydrogen bonds,
resulting in less distorted structures.41 However, the symmetry
of these phases is not directly related to the distortion levels.
The iodide phases are all non-centrosymmetric, likely due to
the higher level of lone pair expression of the small Ge cation
paired with the larger iodide anion. With respect to the
distortion of [GeI6] octahedra, (4AMP)GeI4 exhibits the
largest bond length distortion and bond angle variance among
the these single-layer perovskites (n = 1). The distortion level
(Davg = 0.02; σ2avg = 9.47) for the Pb analogue (4AMP)PbI4 is
much smaller than that of (4AMP)GeI4. It seems to be
universal that Ge-based phases have larger distortions
compared with those of the Pb analogues for both 2D and
3D perovskites. It is worth noting that there are two kinds of
Ge−I bonds (short and long bond) in the [GeI6] octahedra
because of the prominent lone pair effect of Ge2+. For example,
the bond length in (4AMPY)GeI4 ranges from 2.73 Å (short
bond) to 3.47 Å (long bond) (Figure 5a), and the I−Ge−I
bond angles significantly deviate from 90°. We select two pairs
of (n = 1 and 2), namely, (3AMPY)GeI4, (4AMPY)GeI4,
(3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7, and (4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7, as represen-
tative examples to illustrate the structural nuances. For the n =
1 phases, the layers are stacking on top of each other viewed
from the top, where (4AMPY)GeI4 mainly has in-plane
distortion and (3AMPY)GeI4 exhibits out-of-plane tilting
(Figure S5). The difference in the organic cation has a great
effect on the Ge−I−Ge angles, which is related to the optical
properties (more details will be discussed in the next section).
As shown in panels b and c of Figure 5, the inorganic layer of
(4AMPY)GeI4 has a larger distortion compared with
(3AMPY)GeI4, where the average Ge−I−Ge angle is

158.76° for (4AMPY)GeI4 and 167.9° for (3AMPY)GeI4.
These angles are larger than those of the Pb-based analogues
[149.2° for (4AMPY)PbI4 and 166.3° for (3AMPY)PbI4].23 As
the layer number increases to n = 2, the averaged Ge−I−Ge
angle increases to 168.4° for 4AMPY and 168.6° for 3AMPY,
suggesting that the influence of the organic spacer is reduced as
the inorganic layer becomes thicker. However, the degree of
individual octahedral distortion (D and σ2) increases (Figure
5f). Another fascinating structural feature is that the interlayer
distance between inorganic layers is relatively short. For the
4AMPY series, the interlayer distance is 3.85 Å for the n = 2
sample (Figure 5d), shorter than that in the n = 1 sample. The
inorganic slab thickness is 3 times the interlayer distance
(12.10 Å). The long and short Ge−I bonds (∼2.7 and 3.4 Å)
exist in the 2D phases (both n = 1 and 2 in Figure 5a,e) and
3D parent structure (MA)GeI3. This suggests the Ge−I units
are rather disconnected due to the presence of three short and
three long bonds within the [GeI6] octahedron. On the
contrary, the individual octahedral distortion is smaller for the
2D n = 2 phases (see Table 1), showing the lone pair
expression in n = 2 is less pronounced than that of the 3D
phases.31

Optical Properties. The structural differences in these DJ
layered phases further influence the optical properties. The
optical absorption spectra were recorded via diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy, and the raw data were converted using the
Kubelka−Munk function.42 These materials all exhibit obvious
exciton peaks near the absorption edge, because of the
quantum confinement effects. The optical band gap of these DJ
perovskites can be effectively regulated by the choice of
organic spacer. For the bromide phases (Figure 6a), the optical
band gap is 3.14 eV for (2AMPY)GeBr4, 2.87 eV for
(3AMPY)GeBr4, 2.93 eV for (4AMPY)GeBr4, and 3.27 eV
for (4AMP)GeBr4, which is consistent with the color of these
materials (Figure 2). Unlike the Pb-based perovskites, where a
rather large band gap difference is usually expected between
the 2D n = 1 and 3D phases, the band edges for the 2D and 3D
Ge-based bromide perovskites are much closer and even
overlay for (3AMPY)GeBr4 and (MA)GeBr3 (as shown in
Figure 6a). Although usually the M−X−M angles play an
important role in determining the band gap, for the Ge-based
phases it is more significant to compare the octahedral
distortion on the basis of the distortion levels, to further
comprehend the structure−property relationship. The band
gap evolution is consistent with the average bond angle
variance (σ2avg) (Table 1), where greater distortion obviously
leads to a larger band gap. Within the iodide phases, these
analogues have narrower band gaps (Figure 6b), consistent
with what is usually observed in the Pb- or Sn-based phases.
(4AMP)GeI4 has an absorption edge at 2.32 eV, which is the
highest among the 2D n = 1 Ge-based perovskites, while other
compounds (n = 1) have relatively similar band gaps [2.28 eV
for (2AMPY)GeI4, 2.25 eV for (3AMPY)GeI4, and 2.28 eV for
(4AMPY)GeI4]. This is clearly related to the average bond
angle variance (σ2avg), as the σ2avg for (4AMP)GeI4 is
significantly higher than those of the other compounds. As
the layer number increases to n = 2, the band gap for
(3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7 decreases slightly from 2.25 to 2.14 eV,
whereas for (4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7, it decreases from 2.28 to
2.17 eV. Here, the differences of the absorption edges are very
small (∼0.1 eV) between n = 1 and 2. Fundamental band gaps
predicted by the hybrid DFT (PBE0) of Table 1 overestimate
the measured values. We observe that their band gap variations

Figure 4. Summary of the averaged bond length distortion (Davg) and
bond angle variance (σ2avg) for 2D and 3D Ge-based perovskites.
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are not as pronounced compared with those of the Pb-based
iodide phases.23

Because the Ge-based perovskites are typically not very
emissive,31 steady-state PL measurements for these com-
pounds were performed at 80 K (Figure. 7a). These Ge-based
2D phases exhibit weak PL in general, similar to previous
observations.32,36 The emission centers of the PL emission for
(2AMPY)GeBr4 (438 nm, 2.83 eV), (3AMPY)GeBr4 (456 nm,
2.73 eV), and (4AMPY)GeBr4 (446 nm, 2.78 eV) are relatively
close together, under 285, 255, and 280 nm excitation,
respectively. These PL peaks are relatively narrow and close to
the band edge, which belong to free exciton (FE) emission.
These signatures are similar to those of the reported 2D Ge-
based bromide perovskites.37 For the iodide phases, we can
observe weak and broad PL emission peaks at 755 nm for
(3AMPY)GeI4 (n = 1) and 735 nm for (3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7
(n = 2), with full widths at half-maximum (fwhms) of 227 and
220 nm, respectively. The corresponding large Stokes shifts
(350 nm for n = 1 and 330 nm for n = 2) are due to the strong
electron−phonon coupling in such a distorted structure.43

Such broad PL peaks are commonly observed in Ge-based
halide perovskites;32,36 the origin of the broad emission could
be due to the existence of self-trapped excitons resulting from
transient structural defect states.44,45 As the temperature
increases, the PL intensities of (3AMPY)GeI4 (n = 1) and
(3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7 (n = 2) weaken and become negligible at
room temperature (Figure 7b,c), which is usually induced by
thermal quenching.

Structural Transformation with Halide Mixing. The
synthesis of a solid solution at the halide site plays a crucial
role in modulating the crystal structure and also provides a
facile method for regulating the optical properties. Typically
for 2D and 3D perovskites, mixing the halides will lead to solid
solutions without changing the structure significantly.46,47

However, we have found (2AMPY)GeBr4 originally featuring
conventional (100)-oriented 2D structure can be transformed
into a new structural type with a (110)-oriented configuration
when mixed with iodine (Figure 8a). Moreover, the
corresponding space group is also changed from centrosym-
metric space group P21/c to non-centrosymmetric space group
Pca21 for the case of (2AMPY)GeBrxI4−x (x is refined as 0.5−
1.6 in the refinement), with a detectable SHG signal at room
temperature (Figure S18). Within the 3AMPY and 4AMPY
series, the structural changes to a (110)-oriented type after
mixing are similar to the case of 2AMPY, whereas the space
groups of the structures are centrosymmetric Pbcm. Here, we
have selected (2AMPY)GeBrxI4−x series as an example to
discuss the details. The layered morphology of the mixed
halide perovskites can be observed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), as shown in Figure S15. Chemical analyses
of these crystals were performed by energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS), in which the actual obtained Br:I atomic
ratio is 1.6:2.4 (when the experimental input of the HBr:HI
ratio is 7:1), which slightly deviated from the Br:I ratio of
2.1:1.9 refined by single-crystal XRD. The macroscopic
distribution of Br and I should be roughly close to the EDS

Figure 5. (a) Crystal structure of (4AMPY)GeI4 and the individual [GeI6] octahedron. Structural comparison of (b) (4AMPY)GeI4 and (c)
(3AMPY)GeI4. (d) Crystal structure of (4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7. Structural comparison of (e) (4AMPY)GeI4 and (f) (3AMPY)GeI4. The hydrogen
bonds are marked with orange dashed lines (H-bond cutoff of 3.50 Å). Color scheme for the atoms: orange for Ge, navy for I, blue for N, gray for
C, and light gray for H.
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analysis (see Table S18). From Figure 8b, it is evident that for
the (2AMPY)GeBrxI4−x series when x = 0.5, 1, and 1.6, they all
belong to the new (110)-oriented phase, matching the
simulated pattern for the x = 1.6 member. The 2θ angle
with an increasing I content (decreasing x) is shifting to the
smaller angle, indicating unit cell expansion, which is expected
as the ionic radius of I− is larger than that of Br−. The trend of
optical absorption is quite interesting as shown in Figure 8c,
and the mixed (2AMPY)GeBrxI4−x series (x = 0.5, 1, and 1.6)
members all have absorption edges close to or below that of
(2AMPY)GeI4 (∼2.3 eV), which certainly are far lower than
that of the Br end member (∼3.1 eV). These results suggest

with the flexible handle of halide mixing, the structures and
properties can be effectively tuned.

Second-Harmonic Generation Responses. A prereq-
uisite for the SHG response is for the crystal structure to be
non-centrosymmetric.48 The non-centrosymmetric feature of
the Ge-based iodine phases described above prompts us to
measure their SHG properties. The polycrystalline powder
SHG responses were measured under 1064 nm laser
irradiation using potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) as
a reference at room temperature. All of these compounds show
efficient SHG signals at particle sizes of 70−100 μm (Figure 9a
and Figure S18). The SHG intensities of these compounds are
∼0.62, ∼0.60, ∼0.71, and ∼0.55 times that of KDP for
(3AMPY)GeI4, (4AMPY)GeI4, (3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7, and
(4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7, respectively. The SHG intensity of
(4AMP)GeI4 is the weakest among the (100)-oriented
perovskites reported here (0.15 × KDP), which is likely due
to it having the largest band gap among the group. Changing
the structural type by mixing the halides weakens the SHG
intensity of the obtained (110)-oriented perovskites compared
with that of (2AMPY)GeI4 (Figure S18 and Table S19). Note
that the optical band gaps of these compounds are in the range

Figure 6. Optical absorption spectra of (a) Ge-based DJ bromide
compounds and (b) Ge-based DJ iodides.

Figure 7. (a) PL emission spectra of (2AMPY)GeBr4, (3AMPY)GeBr4, (4AMPY)GeBr4, (3AMPY)GeI4, and (3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7 at 80 K. 2D
pseudocolor plot of the normalized emission spectra for (b) (3AMPY)GeI4 (n = 1) and (c) (3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7 (n = 2) from 80 to 300 K.

Figure 8. (a) Illustration of the structural changes when mixing with I
at the Br position. (b) Resulting powder XRD patterns and (c) optical
absorption spectra of the (2AMPY)GeBrxI4−x (0 ≤ x ≤ 4) series.
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of 2.14−2.32 eV below λ/2 = 532 nm (2.33 eV); the obtained
SHG intensity would be theoretically low considering the
effect of linear absorption.31 To avoid the absorption that
potentially lowers the SHG, we select several compounds with
relatively strong SHG signals for further measurements under
2050 nm laser irradiation, using AgGaS2 (AGS) as the
reference at room temperature (Figure 9b). These compounds
have relatively strong SHG responses in the particle size range
of 150−212 μm, ∼0.35, ∼0.47, ∼0.53, ∼0.33, and ∼0.50 times
that of AGS for (2AMPY)GeI4, (3AMPY)GeI4, (4AMPY)-
GeI4, (3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7, and (4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7, respec-
tively. In particular, the SHG signals of n = 1 phases are slightly
stronger than those of n = 2 phases, which does not increase
with layer thickness (which is closer to the 3D structure), as
previously reported.19 This phenomenon may be related to the
degree of octahedral distortion, as the 4AMPY series (n = 1
and 2) exhibit the strongest SHG response in the largest
particle size range (150−212 μm). As illustrated in Figure 9c,
the SHG intensity of these compounds fluctuates with an
increase in particle size (non-phase-matchable). The SHG
properties of the single crystals were further characterized
using a microscope with a 1550 nm laser. The frequency-
doubled signals are centered at half the pumping wavelength
(775 nm), consistent with the expected SHG signals (Figure
9d). These Ge-based materials have much shown stronger
SHG responses compared with those of the Pb-based

analogues.49 We further study the anisotropy of the SHG
response for (4AMPY)GeI4 and (4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7 by
tuning the λ/2 plate to measure its SHG intensity as a
function of the polarization angle (Figure 9e,f). The obtained
polar plot of the SHG signal embodies a dumbbell shape and
exhibits different axisymmetric geometries. The SHG re-
sponses reach a maximum at polarization angles of 100° and
280° for (4AMPY)GeI4, while the maximum SHG responses
emerge at 110° and 290° polarization for (4AMPY)(MA)-
Ge2I7. The SHG intensity gradually decreases, thus reaching
minimum values with the rotation of the polarization direction.
The SHG anisotropy ratio, quantized as ρ = (Imax − Imin)/(Imax
+ Imin), where Imax and Imin correspond to the maximum and
minimum values of SHG intensity, respectively, was
determined to be ∼91.3% and ∼99.9% for (4AMPY)GeI4
and (4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7, respectively, comparable to those of
the reported chiral hybrid organic−inorganic halide perov-
skites.50−52 This suggests the SHG intensity is strongly related
to the crystal symmetry and highly anisotropic.

First-Principles Calculations. Following our previous
work,32,53 we performed all-electron first-principles calculations
based on DFT as implemented in CRYSTAL1754 to inspect
the SHG of selected non-centrosymmetric 2D Ge-based
compounds as a function of direction (Figure 10). Previously,
we demonstrated the importance of using all-electron and
hybrid functionals (in the flavor of PBE0-D3, including also

Figure 9. Nonlinear optical properties of a series of non-centrosymmetric compounds. (a) SHG signals of xAMPY (x = 3 and 4) series in the
particle size range (70−100 μm) at room temperature and compared with KDP. (b) SHG intensity of xAMPY (x = 2, 3, and 4) series in the
particle size range (150−212 μm) at room temperature and compared with AGS. (c) SHG intensity of xAMPY (x = 2, 3, and 4) series and AGS
with different particle sizes at room temperature. (d) SHG spectra of representative compounds under 1550 nm laser irradiation. Polar SHG
intensity plots of (e) (4AMPY)GeI4 and (f) (4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7 as a function of polarization angle under 1550 nm laser irradiation.
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van der Waals correction) in the prediction of accurate second-
harmonic response properties of hybrid organic−inorganic
materials. The computational details of this study are similar to
those of ref 33, and details of these calculations are given in the
Supporting Information. Note that all structural models used
in these predictions are significant in size (>150 atoms), which
makes these hybrid DFT calculations extremely challenging. In
general, a comparison of the largest values of χ(2) predicted by
the non-centrosymmetric 2D Ge-based compounds suggests
(3AMPY)GeI4 > (4AMPY)GeI4 > (4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7 ≫
(3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7, which appears in reasonable agreement
with the experimental data. With the exception of (4AMPY)-
GeI4, the other 2D perovskites consistently show maxima of
SHG activity [either χ(2) or dijk] along the yyy direction,
following the order for χyyy

(2) of (3AMPY)GeI4 > (4AMPY)-
(MA)Ge2I7 ≫ (3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7. The maximum value of
χyyy
(2) (∼23.68 pm V−1) was found for (3AMPY)GeI4. Notably,
the second-harmonic activity of all of these 2D Ge-based
compounds is in most cases better than those of standard
inorganic compounds, such as KDP [χ(2) ∼ 0.28 pm V−1].32

■ CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a structurally diverse series of new 2D Ge-based
DJ halide perovskites can be successfully synthesized using the
solution method with different organic templating dications.
The non-centrosymmetric assembly of 2D Ge perovskites has
been achieved in the iodide series by utilizing Ge2+ as the
central metal with a smaller ionic radius compared with Pb and
a sterically active lone pair. The features of the asymmetric
organic spacer cations such as the protonation site and rigidity
of the cation have a significant impact on the crystal structure,
including the tilting of the octahedra and the stacking of
inorganic layers, which result in differences in their
corresponding optical properties. These 2D non-centrosym-
metric Ge iodide perovskites show excellent nonlinear optical
properties, with the highest reaching 0.53 × AGS [for
(4AMPY)GeI4]. The structural transformation from (100)-
to (110)-oriented 2D layers can be successfully regulated by
mixing Br with I, which works universally for the 2AMPY,
3AMPY, and 4AMPY cations. Our work on the new library of
2D Ge-based perovskites with structure−property insights
opens a pathway for the rational design of nonlinear optical
halide materials.

■ METHODS
Materials. GeO2 (99.99%, BIDE), hydrobromic acid (40%,

Macklin), hydroiodic acid (≥47 %, Macklin), hypophosphorous
acid (50 wt % in H2O, Aladdin), methylamine hydrochloride (98%,
Macklin), 2-(aminomethyl)-pyridine (99.5%, Bidepharm), 3-(amino-
methyl)-pyridine (99.9%, Bidepharm), 4-(aminomethyl)pyridine
(99%, Bidepharm), and 4-(aminomethyl)piperidine (96%, Bide-
pharm) were purchased from commercial sources listed above and
used without further purification.

Synthesis. (2AMPY)GeBr4, (3AMPY)GeBr4, (4AMPY)GeBr4, and
(4AMP)GeBr4. For (2AMPY)GeBr4, 100 mg (1 mmol) of GeO2
powder was dissolved in 8 mL of hydrobromic acid and 1.5 mL of
a hypophosphorus acid solution by heating under stirring for 5 min at
126 °C until the solution turned colorless. Then, 108 mg (1 mmol) of
2-(aminomethyl)pyridine (2AMPY) was added to the previous
solution under heating at 126 °C and stirring for 5 min. Colorless
block-like crystals precipitated when the solution was cooled to room
temperature. For (3AMPY)GeBr4, (4AMPY)GeBr4, and (4AMP)-
GeBr4, they follow the same route except the type of cation was
changed to 3-(aminomethyl)pyridine (3AMPY), 4-(aminomethyl)-
pyridine (4AMPY), and 4-(aminomethyl)piperidine (4AMP), re-
spectively, and then the light yellow plate-like crystals [(3AMPY)-
GeBr4 and (4AMPY)GeBr4] as well as colorless block-like crystals
[(4AMP)GeBr4] were obtained during slow cooling to room
temperature.

(2AMPY)GeI4, (3AMPY)GeI4, (4AMPY)GeI4, and (4AMP)GeI4. For
(2AMPY)GeI4, 100 mg (1 mmol) of GeO2 powder was dissolved in 8
mL of hydroiodic acid and 1.5 mL of a hypophosphorus acid solution
by heating under stirring for 10 min at 127 °C until the solution
turned bright yellow. Then, 108 mg (1 mmol) of 2AMPY was added
to the solution described above under heating and stirring for an
additional 5 min. Orange plate-like crystals precipitated during slow
cooling. For (3AMPY)GeI4, (4AMPY)GeI4, and (4AMP)GeI4, they
follow the same route except the type of cation was changed to
3AMPY, 4AMPY, and 4AMP, respectively, and the orange plate-like
crystals [(3AMPY)GeI4 and (4AMPY)GeI4], as well as yellow needle-
like crystals [(4AMP)GeI4], were obtained during slow cooling to
room temperature.

(3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7 and (4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7. For (3AMPY)(MA)-
Ge2I7, 50 mg (0.5 mmol) of GeO2 powder was dissolved in 7 mL of
hydroiodic acid and 1.4 mL of the hypophosphorus acid solution by
heating under stirring for 10 min at 127 °C to form a bright yellow
solution, and then 4 mL of deionized water was added. Next, 135.04
mg (2 mmol) of methylamine hydrochloride (MACl) and 64.8 mg
(0.6 mmol) of 3AMPY were added directly to the solution described
above under heating and stirring for 5 min. Afterward, the solution
was cooled to room temperature, and orange plate-like crystals
precipitated. For (4AMPY)(MA)Ge2I7, they follow the same route
except that the type of cation was changed to 4AMPY, and the ratio
was changed to 151.2 mg (1.4 mmol) of 4AMPY and 270.08 mg (4
mmol) of MACl. The orange plate-like crystals were obtained during
slow cooling to room temperature.

(2AMPY)GeBrxI4−x, (3AMPY)GeBrxI4−x, and (4AMPY)GeBrxI4−x. For
(2AMPY)GeBrxI4−x, we first prepared mixtures including various
proportions of a mixed total acid (8 mL) by adding volumes of
hydroiodic acid varying from 1 to 7 mL to hydrobromic acid. An
amount of 50 mg (0.5 mmol) of GeO2 powder was dissolved in each
acid solution and 1.5 mL of the hypophosphorous acid solution by
heating under stirring for 10 min at 127 °C to form a pellucid
solution. Then a total of 108 mg (1 mmol) of 2AMPY was added to
each solution, and the resulting mixture was heated and stirred for an
additional 5 min. Orange plate-like crystals precipitated when the
solution was cooled to room temperature. For (3AMPY)GeBrxI4−x,
they follow the same route except that the type of cation was changed
to 3AMPY and a volume of hydroiodic acid varying from 2 to 3 mL
was added to hydrobromic acid on the basis of mixed total acid (8
mL). Orange plate-like crystals were obtained during slow cooling to
room temperature. For (4AMPY)GeBrxI4−x, they also follow the same
route except that the type of cation was changed to 4AMPY and a

Figure 10. Computed direction-dependent values of the χ(2) tensor of
selected non-centrosymmetric 2D Ge-based materials. Avg. represents
an arithmetic average of all directions. Note that the conversion
between the χijk

(2) and dijk components is χijk
(2) = 2dijk.
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volume of hydroiodic acid varying from 1 to 4 mL was added to
hydrobromic acid based on mixed total acid (8 mL). Orange plate-like
crystals were obtained during slow cooling to room temperature.

Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction. Single-crystal diffraction data
were recorded using a Bruker D8 Venture diffractometer with Ga Kα
(λ = 1.34139 Å) radiation at 298 K [(2AMPY)GeBr4 and
(3AMPY)(MA)Ge2I4]. The rest of the compounds were collected
using a Bruker D8 Venture diffractometer with Mo Kα (λ = 0.71073
Å) radiation at 298 K. Data were collected and reduced using the
Bruker APEX3 program for all compounds. The structures were
determined by a direct method and refined with the OLEX2 program
package based on F2 with refinements of full-matrix least squares. All
of the non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal
parameters.

Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD). Powder X-ray diffraction
(PXRD) data were performed using a SmartLab X-ray diffractometer
(Cu Kα radiation; λ = 1.54056 Å) operating at 45 kV and 200 mA in
the range of 5−50° to confirm the purity of each sample at room
temperature.

Optical Absorption Spectroscopy. The optical absorption
spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-3600i Plus spectropho-
tometer with BaSO4 as a standard with a wavelength range at 260−
900 nm. The reflectance spectra were converted to absorption based
on the Kubelka−Munk equation α/S = (1 − R)2/(2R)−1, where α and
S are the absorption and scattering coefficients, respectively, and R is
the reflectance.

Steady-State Photoluminescence. Steady-state photolumines-
cence (PL) emission spectra of samples [(2AMPY)GeBr4, (3AMPY)-
GeBr4, and (4AMPY)GeBr4] were recorded using the Edinburgh
Instrument FLS-1000 spectrometer equipped with an excitation
source of a xenon lamp (450 W) at 80 K. Temperature-dependent PL
emission spectra of samples [(3AMPY)GeI4 and (3AMPY)(MA)-
Ge2I7] were recorded by a NOVA spectrometer through the
OLYMPUS confocal microscope excited by a MDL-III 405 nm laser.

Second-Harmonic Generation. The SHG signals of samples
were measured by the Kurtz−Perry method55 on a Q-switched Nd:
YAG solid-state laser with two different lasers (1064 and 2050 nm) at
room temperature. Crystals were ground and sieved into a particle
size range (70−100 μm) based on KH2PO4 (KDP) as a reference and
different particle size ranges (25−45, 45−62, 62−75, 75−109, 109−
150, and 150−212 μm) based on AgGaS2 (AGS) as a reference. KDP
and AGS with the corresponding sizes were also used as the relevant
comparison standard. The polarization-dependent SHG experiments
were carried out by a conventional confocal microscope system at
room temperature. The laser (Rainbow NOEM, 1550 nm) was
focused on the crystals by a 5× objective (NA = 0.10). The reflected
SHG signals were collected by an identical 5× objective, and the total
signals were directly detected by a CCD camera or spectrometer
coupled through an optical fiber. The polarizing filter was used to
control the intensity and polarization direction of the laser.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The morphology of the
samples was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (JEOL
JSM-7800F, operated at 5 kV), and the elemental composition of the
samples was acquired by EDS coupled to SEM. The error ranges of
quantitative analysis are less than ±3%.
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